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St. Pat's committee pres'ents operational statement
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Keith Missey

starr Writer

With 113 "daze" left until St.
Patrick's Day, students are unsure of
the future of their SI. Pat's Celebration. While Chancellor John Park is
proclaiming a need for a change in the
way it is celebrated and a hope of more
groups involved in the celebration,
many students would rather have it
back to the way it was.
This past week, a big step was
made in making.all of the parties somewhat satisfied. The concept teams
have concluded their meetings and the
SI. Pat's Committee has put together
an operational statement from which to
plan their events.
Chris Hart, president of the SI.
Pat's Committee explained, ''The operational stat.e ment isn't an exact statement It projects the open mindedoess
of a committee that is wllling to take in
new ideas and start new things."
He added, ''I'm really happy with
the statement It leaves us the freedom

to do what we need to do and does not
limit us to Certain things."
Hart said the committee is in the
process of planning for the same events
as last year, but they are also taking
ideas from all possible sources around
campus. Thecommitteeplanst!!incor- .
porating these new ideas into the activities.
Hart went on to say, "I · have no
problem with change as long as it is
positive. I expect to see a broader
appeal to all groups and more participation from those groups whereas before it was just a fraternity and sorority
thin-g."
The St Pat' s Celebration of 1997
has not even begun yet and already it
has been loaded with controversy.
Many a student cried foul when
Park decided to get rid of Alice, the
informal knighting ceremony, for all
future SI. Pat's Celebrations. He
claimed insurance reasons for the exit
of Alice.
The situation grew worse when
Park formulated the idea of concept
tearns, groups set up to give students a

see St. Pat's, page 15
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At UMR, the words "5t. Pat's" conjures up many familiar memories. With Alice gone,
the 1997 St. Pat's may see the passing of old traditions and the beginning of new ones.

Grant helps professor study groups
Deon Light

Stafr Writer

Those of us who have taken math. ematics for very long at all, know that
most areas of study in the field are
thousands of years old. There are
however, some mathematical fields
that have only been studied for about
one hundred years.
Dr. Albert Goodman of the University of Missouri-Rolla has received a
grant to study one such field.
Goodman, a professor of mathematics
and statistics, has received a $57,740
grant for a study in group theory.
T he three-year grant is from the
National Science Foundation for the
study of "Asymptotic Properties ofFinit e G rou ps and T hei r Action."
Goodman says ''-This study involves a
lot of connections with different parts

of group theory. This is core mathematics in that it's not directly connected to anything outside of mathematics, but itr~lates to several important parts of mathematics and chemistry. This study will help provide a
better understanding of symmetry
gro ups."
Goodman is excited about the grant
as it gives him the opportunity to work
more on the subject of his post-doctorate. He hopes to prove more theorems
dealing with the defmition ofa group's
symmetry. He says the idea is like
taki'ng a skyscraper and breaking it
down into it's smallest stones and putting it back together.
"One of the specific problems I'm
working on now is that if there are
groups where the ratio (of that number
divided by the group size) doesn't go to
zero, then the groups should be close to
solvable. When applied to a symmetry
group, a solvable group is one where its
structure can be nicely broken down."
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Student Council Approves. Student Activity Fee
The Student Activity Fee that all UMR students pay is set by the Student Council every fall
semester for the following academic year. This fee is the only university fee that students have
a direct say in and adds up to approximately 1.1 million dollars every year.
In the table below, the Student Activity Feefor the 1997-98 school year is divided into the
groups/organizations who will receive an Activity Fee. The Student Activity Fee Board, an all
student board, begins researching and gathering budgets from the organizations at the
beginning ofevery fall semester and by the end of the semester has an initial recommendation
for Student Council to vote on. Last Tuesday night, Student Council met and voted to approve
thefee, as shown.
-Karl Schmitt, StuCo Vice President, Internal Affairs

ASUM
Athletics
Blue Key
Capital Fund
Cheerleaders
Club Appropriation
Council of Grad Students •
KMNR
Leach Theater
Missouri Miner

S1.72
S59.00
$.32
S5.00
S.45
S2.50
$.7~

$5.30
$0.00
$3.25

• This fee is ~nly paid by Graduate Students.

NonN arsity Sports
Drg. Secretarial Staff
Professional Projects
RollaMo··
Student Council
Sl Pat's Activities
Student Union Board
UMR Golf Course
University Center

Total

S1.84
S3.30
$.50
SIO.22
$2.35
$1.00
S14.50
S2.00
SI9.00
$133.00

•• This fee is only paid in the fall semester.

SUB hosts College Bowl Saturday
Strouse, the director of the special
events committee, is expecting more to
send in their registrations. The tournament will consist of ftfteen to thirty
Staff Writer
minute rounds with three competitions
going at once. The nwnber of teams
Saturday, November 23 the special requires that it be played in the single
event's committee of the · Student elimination format There will be gift
certifiU n ion
cates from
Also from SUB:
Board will
This weekend's SUB movies are Billy
.the Unihost
the
Madison Sld Happy Gilmore, both starring
versity of
1996 ColAdam Sandler.
Missourilege Bowl at
Billy Madison, showing at 7:00 p.m. is
Roll a
University
about a fool that must graduate high school to
bookstore
of Missouriinherit his fortune. Unfortunately he dropped
for first,
Roll a .
out in the first grade.
second and
Teams from
The 9:00 show, Happy Gilmore, is about a
third .place
hockey player who takes up golf in order to raise
across the
money to save his mom's house.
winners.
state will
T his
come
to
compete in the tournament that is open tournament will not allow the winners
to all students. It will be held in to go to nationals as it has in the past.
University Center-West starting at It will serve as a practice and fun
session. Anyone interested in entering
9:00 a.m. and going to 3:00 p.m.
At press time, sixteen teams, each the competition should pick up a regisconsisting of four players and one alter- tration form in 218 University Centernative, have signed up but Amy West

Deon Light

Jazz group presents concert Sunday
Kim Gerke
Staff Writer

The UMR Jazz Ensemble will
present their Fall Concert on Sunday,
November 24, at 2 p.m. in Castleman
Hall's Leach Theater. The program,
entitled Sun·
day Afternoon
of Jazz, will
feature a variety of jazz
styles that are
written and ar·
ranged for big
band instru ·
mentation.
Admission is
free and open
to the public.
The Jazz Ensemble will present
such big band favorites as In lhe Mood

and In a Mellow Tone . Theywillalso
perform selections by some of today'sleading contemporary jazz groups.
Featured solos during the concert will
be Performed by various student en·
semble members. This will be the l{lSt
performance for senior saxophone
players Mark Massman and Rodrick
Wilson.
The Jazz Ensemble's next perfor.
mancewillbe
at the 1997
UMR High
School Jazz
festival on
Fegruary 15.
The Festival
will feature
selected reo
gional high
school-level
jazz bands in
an effort to
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Mad over chain letters
Submitted by Luke Forschler
Dear Editor,
Checked your e-mail lately? Find anything annoying hiding in there? That isn't a chain letter is
it? Like most UMR students, k an't stand it when I get a chain letter. It's j!,st like reg ular snail mail
(US post office). When you were little, you loved getting mail, no maner what it was. Mostly because
when yo u were little, yo u didn't gel much mail and everything you got was importan t. I remember
sitting down and read ing all the flyers and advertisements that came addressed to me. Not so much
as that I cared what they were talking about. or the products they where selling, but because it was
addressed to ME! Well, then you go t older, started subscribing to a few magazines, got your name
on some mailing listsand whammo.beforeyou kn~w it.you.vegotmore junk mail thanrealmail. so
yo u have to sort through it all. It's now the same with e-mail, and like regular mail, you just trash it.
With the explosion of the Internet, chain mail has become a widely used method of spreading
news, propaganda, and my favorite, " get rich quick" scams. E-mail is cheap, fast, and relatively
simple to use, there fore it becomes an attractive solution for otherwise impossible plans. Take for
example the pyramid scams. With the Internet, hundreds of thousands of people are available
recipients (or victims rather) with the click of a button. These things are on my top ten iist of most
annoying e-mail. Not only are they a waste of time, but any chain l~tters or pyramid schemes that
ask for money and promise a large return are illegal pursuant to Title 18, United States Code, Section .'
1302, the Postal Lottery Statute. So next time when you think about originating or replying to a chain
letter, save me and the rest of us the annoyance and delete it instead .
Luke Forschler

Reader responds to Creative Mooching

U~~EN, PAl...15~ AN .

~B,~OLUTE DISIi6RA,CE

Submitted by John J. Adelsberger ill
Dear Mrs. Garrison,
Obviously the alumnus who wrote the letter regarding you column has been gone too
long to have an opinion or else is either severely deluded or a liar. St Pats has not enjoyed
majority participation in a long time. That is the main reason it is being changed. Perhaps
the writer was a sorority type, in which case that perception might have at least been
understandable.
However, her silly bit about consistency and tradition is not only rude but completely
wrong. Consistency, when used in writing on a topic, is a good thing. Tradition, on the other
hand, is always an excuse for do ing something you can' t really defend. By definition, it
means doing something because someone e lse did, and the only reason you 'Would choose
this reason is if there was no good reason. There is no honor in engaging in self-humiliation,
even if people such as the writer of that letter do enjoy it, and even if they have been for
centuries.

On the other hand, ironically, her pathetic defense of St. Pats, using 'facts' about its
participati0n figures that aren't remotely true and so on, does come off as consistent
whining. Of course, to me, so does just about all talk of 'tradition.'
I don't know you personally, but your column was not adequate cause for the sort of
crude attack perpetrated by the writer of that letter.
If you can forward this to her, please do so. If you want it for any other purpose, I really
don ' t care. Do whatever with it, including trashing it I mainly just couldn't read that kind
of drivel without saying something.
John J . Adelsberger ill

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.
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FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
FALL 1996
The final examination period will begin Monday, December 16 , 1996 at 7:30 a. m. and end at 5:30 1'.111. , Friday,
December 20, 1996. COlllmon finals are scheduled for those courses listed in Section II below. Room assignments for
common fmals will be IUlllounced by the instmctors . The courses not covered in SectiOlis I, II, a nd III are to be
arranged by the instructor in cooperation with the students in that course.

~

SubcOn~

1. Evening Course FinUls are scheduled for the evening sess ion during fi nal week . Evening courses are those courses
begilming after 5:30 p.m.
II. Common Finals include All Sections of a course.
B Eng 50, 150

B Eng 110
Chem 1 EE, FF, JJ, KK
Chem 221
Chem 226
EE 63
EE 151 .
EE 152
EM 160
Hist 112, 175, 176
Math 2,8
Math 6 A-K, 204
Math 21 , 22
ME 208
ME 211
ME213
ME 219,240,242
ME 280
Phys 23, 24
Pol Sci 90

Tuesday
Monday
Wednesday
Friday
Thursday
Friday
Thursday
Wed nesday
Thursday
Tuesday
Thursday
Wed nesday
Monday.
Monday
Wed nesday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Tuesday
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7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9)0
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
. 1:00-3:00
7:30-9:30
7:30-9:30
7:30-9 :30
1:00-3 :00
7:30-9:30
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III. Regular Finals
First Weekly Class Meeling
Monday
7:30
Monday
8:30
Monday
9:30
Monday
10:30
Monday
11 :30
Monday
12:30
Monday
1:30
Monday
2:30
Tuesday
8:05 or 8:30
Tuesday
9: 30
10:30
Tuesday
Tuesday
11 :05 or 11 :30
Tuesday
12:30
Tuesday
1:30 or 2:05

Filial Exam Tillie
Monday
3:30-5:30
Monday
1:00-3 :00
Tuesday
10:00-12 :00
. Tuesday
1:00-3 :00
Wednesday
3:30-5 :30
Friday
1:00-3:00
Thu rsday
1:00-3:00
Friday
3:30-5 :30
10:00-12:00
Wednesday
Mond ay
10:00-1 2: 00
Tueday
3:30-5 :30
Thursday
10:00-1 2: 00
Friday
10:00- 12:00
Thurs(iay
3:30-5:30
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According to the Student Academi c Rel:'ulations all requests to change the linal schedu le 1)t~callSe of contlicts or having
three or more eXlUllinations schoouled on one day " are to be mad e ill the Registrar' s Offi ce at least one .week hefore Ihe
heginning of the final examination week" (Friday , Decemher II).

"Was tr~'er {
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Wlty WE'RE A NATioN of IdioTs ...
A dAY iN dfE LiFE of A McDoNAld's EMPLoYEE
and justly spoken: "No thanks." It was
all his fault, no one else stood ready to
take the blame, no one else would bear
the consequences which would vehemently erupt within a matter or'mo-..
ments. Even though her response was
blanketed by a cultural curtsy, her

vinced her otherwise? Sweat beaded at
his forehead and at the dirty palms of
Scott Mitchell
his overworked hands. His respiration
quickened, his pupils dilated and his
Columnist
blood pressure rose drastically.
He came to the great actualization
that he alone was to fault for convincSubconsciously aware of hIs sub,
ing an ordinary, grease'n'potato loving
conscious, keenly adapt to the situa- .
customer that she, in fact, did not have
tion, a deafening void occupied .his
to bend to her inward, suppressive de,
brain as he saiq, "You want fries' with
sires. He had been defeated, and she
that?" It was a statement inside a
now stood victorious on the battlefield
question, a command inside a desperstaring down with a look of pity at his
ate request.
wounded flesh, and he was quite aware
His cognitive processes were interof the fact that s~e could, hence forth,
rupted by a smashing pain to the foresay no, NO!
head; he had raised his voice as he
Perhaps the 'customer was ·telekispoke aloud the last word, thereby tum,
, netic, or perhaps it was just his acute
ing the bold statement into a rather
case of schizophrenia, for he heard a
pleading solicitation.
Startled at the stillness broken, by message was loud and clear, regardless voice command, "Do not give up! " Tryreply so aptly spoken ... .. wait! No of whatever rationalization techniques ing to regain the advantage, he stuttered uncontrollably, trying to assert
longer was he concentrating on selling he employed.
Had she really been longing for something authoritative to once again
the greasy sticks of spoiled potato; with
this break of precious concentration he French fries, and had he, in raising his regain his fraudulent supremacy over
had allowed himself to be conquered.
voice, in twisting li!e truism in~o a
see Nation, page 14
Her reply, as exPected, was aptly. .distorted blob of shameless doubt, con-
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Jimbob

Music

~eviewer

Hey Peoples, can you believe its
almost Turkey Day? I am sure that
many people are looking forward to
that small break before the final run to
raise tho'se somewhat disappointing
grades to something respectable. I for
one plan on it.
I apologize for the previous issues
only having a couple of reviews, I know
so many of ya look forward to seeing
something about a particular album
that you are looking to buy. Well, this
week's reviews are a bit longer, I had
more free time which helps out and
makes the music stuff more interesting.
As for last week's reviews, I might
have stepped over the line when I made
a few errors in the Freaker's Ball review. I am setting it straight this ~eek,
so for those that read the column, listen
up. There was another opening band
that I forgot to mention, my apOlogies,
but I had to work that evening, and
showing up when I did (around 9 p.m.),
I had missed them.
I am sure that they were pretty good
and I feel bad for not mentioning them.
but what is done is done.
Now for the Sore Spot. I was told
by quite a few people the other day at
the Open Hand that the Freaker's Ball
was never closed.

Well, I have been going to school
here since fall of '90. I have been
around and know what' s up with the
campus and its activities. I had tried to
attend two other Freaker's Balls and
was not allowed due to someone at the
door saying it was closed to everyone
but KMNR and Friends of KMNR.
I based my statement on being
closed due to at least four other people
that currently are on the Miner staff

Activities that were unable to get in.
So, my point is that I feel this is a fair
statement and ifany of the disappointed
members of KMNR feel strongly that I
am wrong, please e-mail me and I will
take it up personally.
Okay, enough' about problems ....
now onto the MUSIC REVIEWS!!!!!

CONCERT REVIEW:
TOOL at The American Theatre
The concert fmally made its way to
St Louis with a sold out crowd. The

opening band, The Cows, was pretty
bad. Most of the crowd was standing
around talking rather than wasting a
moment of energy on this band that was
in need of much replacement.
The lights went out and Tool hit the
Stage. The crowd chanted Maynord
over and over until they opened with
"Stinkfist."
Maynord was covered in whitepowder and wearing boxers. The rest of the
band

lala land just playing and not really
getting in with the crowd. Maynord
was the show.
The overall sound from the band
was amazing. These guys sound almost identical to that of the album. I
truly appreciate it when a band can
accomplish this feat. I can understand
a bit of raspyness in the voice, but
Maynord's vocals were clear and the
band sounded amazing.
The only bad thing I could say
about the concert was that when you
got past the pit area, the bass was
nearly cut in half, all you could hear
was high end.
Last time Tool was in town, the
problem was too many people and too
much bass, now it was the opposite. I
wish that the venue would decide on
appropriate gear before they sign the
show, I think everyone would have
enjoyed it more if the full effect ofTool
could be felt as well as seen.
I have to say that the show was
awesome and that my expectations for
this tour and their next album were met
to the fullest.
Jimbob

The Presidents of the USA
II
Sony

Alternative
Performance:

6

Sound Quality:
7
The second release of the Presidents of the USA has hit the charts with

Tool

see Music, page 14
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A Closer Look: Dr. Nord Ga,le
University of California-Riverside and
obtained an associates degree.
He postponed his plans of entering
a pre-med program to go with memrers
of his church on a mission trip to Brazil.

Science Foundation Fellowship which
made it possible 10 continue his educa-

This experience had quite an impact on
his life. After learning the language
and cusloms of the Brazilians, he had
course! In fact, you just might be
surprised 10 learn that UMR offers one the privilege of ministering to the people
of the best undergraduate degree
there.
grams available in this field. .....:...----....,-------......,-

degree and a Ph.D.
During the course of his college
years, Dr. Gale got married and had
three children. It was during this time
that he officially "grew up." As he

•

,

Melanie Kostedt

Starr Writer

Life science? On this campus? Of

tion. He began studying bacteriology
and biochemistry at Brigham Young .
University and earned both a masters

a solid life science depart-

worked on his Ph.D., his
wife worked on her Ph.T.,
"putting hubby through. "
Dr. Gale worked in the
Aerospace Division of
TRW Systems in Califor-

ment.
Growing up with his
seven brothers and sisters on
a farm in Gila River County,
located right on the Arizona-

nia for a couple of years.
Alongside engineers, he
considered materials that
could be recycled during
long -term manned space

New Mexico border, Dr. Gale
had no idea what the future
held in slore for him. He was

flights. He also sought 10
create a package that would
perform experiments for

certain, however, that farming would not be a part of it.

life detection on Mars.
Because Dr. Gale had

Since his family moved
around a lot while he attended
high school, it was difficult

forgo lien to remove his
name from a job search list

Much of its success can be
attributed to the efforts of Dr.
Nord Gale, who came 10 UMR
in 1968 with a vision to build

sent out by the American
Society for Microbiology,
the Dean of Sciences here
at UM-Rolla contacted !lim in 1968

Boyd _

for him to become actively Dr. Nord
involved in anything. As a
result, Dr. Gale devoted most of his

Gale

-------------------------------

time to studying and trying to make
new friends .
His academic capabilities won him
recognition from the California Scholarship Foundation. After graduating
from high school in Hemet, California,

Upon his return to the States, Dr.

Gale attended Brigham Young University to complete his bachelor's degree
in zoology.
Forfeiting his desire to become a
medical doctor, Dr. Gale did not have
a clue as to what he might like to do.

and asked ifhe'd be interested in forming a biology program .
The idea of impacting students and
organizing a science department appealed to him, and as a result, he packed

see Gale, page 15

7k lIeJtdatll~, fm~•••
by Sean Cordes
I got in my car the other day for no
partiCUlar reason. I don't like 10 put a
lot of mileage on it. He's an old car, and
being of European origin, has distinct
and specific tastes in everything from
gasoline to door handles.
While my car is generally a pleasure to drive and rarely malfunctions
seriously, I often feel that his mot ivations are not conducive to my situ ation.
My car likes to go slow about town, I
rarel y have a moment to spare. My car

of the way. The pump Slopped around

these trees 10 suit me personally and

$13.00, and as it wasn't Friday, I felt
much relieved.
My car was just happy 10 get the
gas, he felt no superstition, imposition,
fear or anxiety, only hunger.

was ready to get on with my own course.
Then there are those drivers who
never quite let you know what they are
going 10 do. They leave on their turn
signals, you think their turning. You

We set out onto a gleaming strip of
aspHalt, the incongruities of the road
glossed over by a recent rainfall. The

prepare for this; you speed up, or slow
down, or stay where you are. Five
miles later they still have the right turn

road was slick, but most everyone was
going over 70, so I felt obliged 10 keep
up. I buckled my seat belt, placed both

likes his spark plugs tuned to perfection; when I play my guitar alone, I like
a driving cacophony rhythm, perfect

hands on the wheel in the 10 and 2

signal on when they turn left or Slop.
Regardless of my self imposed anxiety, my ~ar seemed quite pleased, he
had gas: the right type and amount of

positions and sped up.
Despite the fact that this was in-

oil (one of his other peeves), and was
purring like a fat cal He didn't care

tone rarely being of specific issue.
Buton this day, my car and I seemed

tended to be pleasurable, I soon found
myself caught up in what seemed to be

where we were going, so long as it was
steady and straight.

10 be headed in the same direction. His
valves desired a cleansing that only

highway miles could provide, and my
mind was similarly motivated. We

uncertain forms of common purpose
involving those around me: other drivers would herd me from behind, spurring meon to the next pack of highway

He was running cool but in a fiery
manner (its a VW, and they are kinda
loud). Late in the journey, we swerved
10 miss a pothole, the whole world

stopped first to fuel up.
A cold sweat began to break, as I

cattie, only 10 find the gate closed.
Other drivers, while not necessar-

rocked, but the car clawed at the road
like a cat pawing carpet.

plunged the nozzle into my tired wallet. Oddly enough the pump Slopped at
$6.66. My car's tank was much more
depleted, an<! this clearly was not the

ily akin to this type of lemming phenomenon which possessed many of the
other drivers; seemed determined 10
maintain control over what they must

My heart dropped tb the floorboard,
but my car, he just grinned through the
grill and winked a headlight. After-

amount I had intended to purchase. So
I asked the attendant if maybe his highly
efficient technical equipment was
amiss. His register showed nothing of
my $6.66.
Now, truly inspired by superstition
alone, I hurriedly filled my tank the rest

wards, a rush of adrenaline confirmed
have considered to be "their" road. If I
the inevitable.
tried to pass, they would speed up.
EaSy rides and certain destinations
I understand that certain things are are nice, and safe, but like a wise man
fascinating and wonderful and capable . on~ said "I'm not the only sole accused
of 'inciting passion like the scenery of of hit and run." And although I was
Missouri in autumn for those who hold
nature dear, but I had seen enough of
Voyager, page 14
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The Datin,9 Exp~rien~e _

======
John Johnson
Staff Writer

I've heard many people complain
about the dating experience here at
UMR. It is my belief that these complaints are vaIid and that something
needs to be done. Someone needs to
take a stand. So I am. rm
taking my stand and I am going to ... well, complain!
It's just that I just don't
quite understand this whole
guy/girl interaction deal th~t
some call "dating."
I have my own little word
for it I call it "will someone
please help me!" Okay, so I
used several words, but I hope
you get the idea.
It's just that every time anyone falls
in love (in my case, when a girl looks at
me as mlich as I look at her) one has to
operate by these weird, unspoken rules.
Instead of communicating, one must
attempt to "read into" what the other
person is saying. This is why I am
functionally dating illiterate.
For example, here's a little peek
into my psyche while talking to a girl
that I may be interested in or that
possibly just looked at me too long for
her own good:
Girl: Hi.

• EARN EXTRA INCOME·
Earn $200-$500 week1y. mailing phone
cards. For informati.on send a self.
addressed stamped envelope to: Inc.,
P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL33164

"

personally and
myowncoUBe.
;e drive~ who
vwhattbey are
'eon tbeirturn
. turning. You

-THE - PROFESSIONAL-

Me: (thinking) Oh no. What does
she mean by that? Should I say "hi"
back or is that too committal. Will she
think that rm looking for a long tern
relationship and be scared off?
Must .. think ...Uhhhh ... (outloud) "Will
someone please help me?"
Girl: (hesitatingly) ''Umm, are you
oleay?"
Me: (thinking) Wait, she wants to
know how I feel. This couldworlc. She

likes me! (outloud) "I love you!"
Girl: (running) "Help!"
And so I then walk away with my
heart broken. But keep in mind that
this is only one possible situation. Ii
has many variations. For instance, you
can insert anyone of the following
statements for the girl's statements:
1) "Me and my boyfriend .. " '
2) 'Tm married to my schoolwork... "
3) ''Help! Call the police!"
So I just want to take this opportunity to offer my little solution. I propose that we all walk around with little
ticker-tape light signs above our heads

JOy SUWVAN, Owner/Stylist
• Walk-Ina Welcome
• Student Diacounta
708 N. BIshoP Suite 2

TELEPHONE: 341-3800

(Abowi Dominos PIzza)

A:"1-rENT:lOH'
STU:DE:N'TS:

~up,orslow

u are. Five

~tberightwm

to communicate what we don't say.
Granted, we would all look like little
walking Time Squares minus the hookers, but this couid work. Dream with
me if you will:
Me: ''Hi''
My sign: You are perhaps the most
beautiful girl that I ha~e ever seen.
Let's spend about three weeks getting
to know each other and then progress
into a more serious relationship.
Girl: "Hello"
' Girl's sign: Run
away, I have a boyfriend.
This way I could
maybe salvage some
pride and save the pain
that I experience when
my heart hits the blunt
object called reality.
Also, with my plan, all
that I would have to do
to find a date is find a sign that says, "I
may not like you specifically. But you
are clos~ enough. Ask me out." And I
would in tum put up my sign, ask her
out and live happily ever after.
John Johnson's works can also be
found inPhysics 23 Lab Report Weekly
of which the Physics department exclaims, "While 'it's not scientifically
correct by any means, it does make us
laugh. 'C' all the way!"
You can also subscribe to his email humor column by sending a request to sexy_man@sex.altcom or to
jajohnso@umr.edu.

3 Houses or Rent
Within 2 Blocks of Campus
I Bed Student Housing
Available
2 Bed Student Housing
Available
4'Bed Student Housing
Not available until next semester
364-3015 805 W. 12 St
Contact: Charles

ill left or stop.
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If you have the drive, the Missouri Anny Natio~ Guard has the keys
to your future. You can add a littl~ adventure to your life. serve part-time
in the Guard while earning great benefits:
Montgomery GI Bill

*
* Part-Time Job ~th Great Pay
* State and Federal Tuition Assistance
* Paid Skill Training in the Field of your Choice

l.

,tbef!oOtboard.
ned!hrough the
!dligbL After·
iline confinned

in destinations
Uke awise man

Joining the Guard doesn't mean putting off coIl.ege or vocational,
school training. The Missouri Guard College PIan could provide over
$23,000 for your education. You can serve in your own community while
attending classes.
Find out how much fun getting to

school can be.

'CALL TODAY:

~ysole.CCUSed

573-368-2246
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OUTDOOR ACTIVITY RENTAL
WILL BE CLOSING ON
NOVEMBER 22 AND WILL
REOPEN HEXT SEMESTER
ON THE 6TH OF MUCH
SORRY FOR ANY IRCONVERIENCE
TlUS MAY CAUSE

Steaks • Mexican • Pasta
Seafood • Chicken • Burgers '
Cocktails
Banquets
Full Service Catering

. Don Graham
Jama Graham
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Planning a holiday trip? Save your vehicle.

Reserve that car, truck or van today.

E

§
E
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§

Special Holiday Rates
with Unlimited Miles
Pick-up and Delivery

=

I

i

I

Service is our #1 priority
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§
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§
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
INDIVIDUALS and GROUPS wanted to
promote SPRING BREAK!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at
1-800-327-6013 or http://www.icpt.com

RESEARCHREPORTf
Ubrary of Information In u.s.
Largest

19,278 TOPICS -ALL SUBJECTS
Order Gatalog Today with Visa I MC or COD

800·351·0222

C?~'d- Restaurant'& Lounge
1101.

Iline

Stred, Nulla 11\0. bSIJ.OI

.~

Lunches

Sll·3M·-3301

11:00-4:30

*******************~********************

. Sandwiches, Platters, Soups, & Salads
Dinners 4:30 -8:00 Fri & Sat 4:30-9:00

****************************************
Steaks, Seafood, & Specialty Items
.Lounge 8:00-11:00

****************************************
Wine, Mixed Drinks, Beer
Nightly Specials
Open lla.m. to IIp.m.

~
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If you don't stop someone from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

j.,
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Twelve million American
kids never had a choice.
Won't you ch oose to help

them! Call Second Harvest.
America's food bank network. at I-BOO-532-FOOD.
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Miners crush Panthers; to play Harris-Stowe
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Jonathan Erdman
Asst. Sports Editor

The University of MissouriRolla Men's Basketball team will
play Harri s-Sto we this Saturday at
7 p.m. at the Gale-Bullm an MultiPurpo se Building in Rolla.
Coach Dale Martin thinks that
the Miners will perform quite well
against Harris-Stowe.
"We will outmatch that club
physically. We hav !'n ' t played
them in a couple years, but what
I'm concerned about is doing the
things that we need to do against
every club every night."
The Miners will have to
improve a few areas of thier game
to do well this season. "We Must
come out and execute, be patient
offensively and get the ball where
we want it. Defensively, we have
to have more iytensity, more ball
pressure and we need to rebound
the ball," Martin said.
One of Martin's goals is to get
the fans involved, and to shoot for
a great game . "I think, from a
coaching stand point, you always
look for a perfect game, and you
hav~. to keep striving for that. I
want everyone to be involved in
the game, from the stands right on
down to the ball boys. I want
everyone to be involved. When we
come on the floor, we have to be
ready to play, no matter who we're
playing," Martin said.
UMR may be going into
Saturday's game missing some key
players.
"Cam [Lindsey), hyperextended his knee on Monday
[Nov. II) . He practiced on

~
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Tuesday. It bothered him. He 's
Last Saturday, Nov. 16, the
been out ever since. So, we're not Miners crushed the Drury
sure. It's probably a day to day Panthers by a score of 98-69. This
thing. We're going to try to rest was the Miners first win against
him and see how he;s doing. Marc Drury scince 1992. Drury's only
Tompkins back is still bothering lead was a score of 2-3 following
hinl. He's going to take three days a 'three pointer very early in the
off, possibly four, untill that gets game.
a little 'bit better. We may play him
The Miners took a commanding
a little bit against Harris-Stowe if lead in the first half, with a score
he comes back and starts to get a . of 47-26.
Little bit better. Ryan Pippett and
The second half of play was
John Curry are going to have to closer, but the Miners still outcome in and play well for us," perfornied the Panthers by eight
Martin said.
. points.

Miner Match-up
,

Harris-Stowe at UMR Miners
Site: Gale Bullman Multi Purpose Building
Rolla, MO
Date: November 23,1996
Time: 7 p.m. CST
Series Record: 42-8 UMR leads
Head Coaches: Lonnie Cole, Dale Martin (124-115 in tenth year at UMR)
Players to watch: Hornets: Archie McClendon, Chad Clark. Miners: Scott Rush, Jeff Kokal
Outlook: Despite missing two starters, the Miners have a good chance o~ sucess against HarrisStowe. The Miners .are coming off a very big win against Drury College, and expect to outmatch
the Hornets.
Sourc ..:UMR sports In/oTmlJlion

The Miners' top scorer for the
game was Scott Rush with 20
points. Rush shot a total of four
out of six field goal attempts,
three out of four three point shots
and nine out of thirteen free
throws. The Miner's second
highest scorer was Jeff Kokal with
18 points shooting eight out of ten
field goal attempts and 2 out of
three free throw attempts.
The Miners total field goal
percentage was .556 and .609 in
the second half, cOnlpared to the
Panthers' percentage of .393.

Martin was pleased with the
UMR's performance.
"Anytime you can beat a
quality team by almost 30 points .
on your home floor, that's had
sucess in Division II in the past,
that's an impressive win. I think
a lot of people have to look up and
say that you won by almost 30
points, and that you're going to be
a team to reckon with, and we did
that without two guy's that we
were counting on starting two
weeks ago."
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Lady Miners travel to ,play Mizzou F.riday

\

Russia 77-50 in exhibition play. The
Lady Miners will come into the game
Nalha n Enlma n
without last year 's leading scorer
Becky Reichard who remains out with
Sports Edllor
an ankle injury. The Lady Miners hope
to make up for her absence with quality play from Emily Mills, Jamie Martens and LeAnn Farmer. Another
player who could possibly make an
The University of Missouri-Rolla
impact is Denise McMillan. McMillan
Lody Miner basketball leam willta.k:e
stepped up to score 18 points in the
on the Missouri Tiger women Friday
Lady Miners '
night at 7 p.m. Ot
opener at SI.
the
Hearnes
Francis (Ill.).
Center in CoLady Miner
lumbia, Mo. The
'r~
coach
head
Ltldy Miners, I •..1
Lind a Ro berts
aftcr their win
feels playing a
ov er the SI.
Division IoppoFra ncis (II!.)
nent such as the
Lady Saint s wi ll
UMR at University of Missouri
Tigers will pose
face n much
Date: Nov. 22, 1996
quite a challenge
stiffer chaJlenge
for the Lady
when they lrovel
Time: 7 p.m. CST
Miners. "Their
to Columbi a to
Site: Hearnes Center
athl etes are a
fnce the Tigers.
Colqmbia, Mo.
lillie beller than
The Uni we can recruil.
versity of Mis They' re 'a young
souri after It 15Players w watcb: UMR: Heather Hartman C. Dorene Johson F
leam. but they're
12 (6-8 in the Big
MU: Kesha Bonds C, Markella Finley G.
a littl e mo re
Ei ght) 1995 -96
Outlook: The Lady Miners will have quite a challenge when they
physical and
co mpa ign wi U
face the Division I Missouri Tigers.
have more size.
put a much difIt wo uld take a
rerent team on
tre mendou s efth e floor when
fo rt to beat
they open their
season by hosting the Lody Miners . aven ged 15.3 points per game at Penn them," Roberts said. "It's a great benThe Tigers' only returning starter is VaUey Community Co llege and efit to the program to play up a divilost year '. Big Eight Freshman of the Stephanie White a 5-8 junior guard sion. It's exciting for the players and a
Yenr, Kes ho Bonds. Bonds is a 6-1 who was selected as a NJCAA Divi- great opportunity."
This past Saturday the Lady Minsophomore center from Kansas City, sion 2 All-American while at lllinois
ers opened their season in Joliet, Ill.
Mo. Bonds averaged 11 .5 points per Central Community College.
game and 7.1 rebounds per game durThe Tigers have yet to play an by rolling past the Lady Saints of St.
ing her fres hman season and started official gamc but los t to Uralmarsh Francis 69-44. UMR pulled away mid-

SWI

~

f

in 1A of the Tigers 27 games. Another
key returnee is Susan Dixon a 6-3 senior center who averaged four points
and three rebo unds a game off the
bench in 1995-96.
Like the Lady Miners, the Tigers
will mostliJcely playa number j unior
college transfers Friday night. Among
the junior college transfers expecled
to pl ay a role for the Tigers are
Markella Finley a 5-8 j unior guard who

~
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Women's Basketball

Justin Sutherland

Heather Hariman puts up a shot during an exhibition game.
Lady Miners won their opener against St. FranCiS, 69·44.
way through the frrst half with a 164
run led by Martens and McMillan to
build a 1A-IO lead. At halftime the
Lady Miners owned a 34-19 lead. St.
Francis tried to come back with a 14-1
run late in the second half, but the Lady
Miners were able to put the game away
for the 69-44 victory and their frrst win
of the seawn.
McMillan led the Lady Miners in
scoring with 18 points off the bench.
"Anytime a Freshman in her first collegiate game steps up it's a bit of a
surprise . She's a good player and a
heck of a shooter," Roberts said. Other

Lady Miners scoring in double figures
were Amber Fischer and Heather
Hartman, both with ten points. Fischer
led the Lady Miners in rebounding
with 13 and Farmer in assists with
seven. Roberst cites two factors which
contributed to the Lady Miner victory.
"I think: there were basically two keys
to the game. The frrst was our pressure on the perimeter, and more aggressive post play. The other was transition play. LeAnn was able to push
the ball up the floor and we had the
people to fmish it," Roberts said.

Miners end season with loss to Western
grea t field posi tio n, and again ,
ga in ed a f ir s t dow n befo re
Mall Rylln
Willi a ms
br o ke
a no th er
to uc hd ow n run . th is o ne for 34
Sinff Wrller
yards.
T h e Min er s , o n th e ir nex t
po ss essio n. were able to ge t a first
T he f o otba ll Mi ners e nded d o wn, o n a Wes te r n offs id es
th eir sea son this past Sa tu rday , penalty, before they were forced to
los i n g to Mi ss o ur i We s t ern punt again . MWSU started with
(MWS U) by a score o f 27-7. UMR the ba ll j ust inside of th eir own
e nd s their se ason at 3- 8. (1 -8 in territory, at their 44. Thi s time,
the MIAA), while Wes tern ends at they got th ree fir st dow ns before
7-4(5 -4 in th e MIAA).
b rok e
a no th er
Wi ll iam s
T he Mi ners won the toss and to uc hdow n r un , fo r J 4 y ord s to
,;;vv th .. ba ll . UMR, make the score 21 -0, MWS C.
eleoted to
he ndi n g int o a sti ff win d(25-40
T he Mi ners go t th e ba ll bock,
mph) , c hose to keep the ba ll o n the were able to ge t 0 first down and
gro und . but were unab le to get a ke e p th e b oll un ti l the q Ullrt e r
fir st dow n. Weste rn e nded up wi th e nded , givi ng them !' he wi nd at
the ball on th e UMR 45, os Ja son their back. Wi th this. the offe nse
Wn go ne r was p unt i ng i nt o the started to move th e ba ll, driv in g
wind. Wes tern was able to gai n 0 fro m their own 20 to the Wes tern
fir st down . befo re ru nn ing back 32 before s ta ll i n g . Wos tern .
To ny Wj ll inms broke th rough for gelli ng the ball back on th eir 3 1.
u 22 yn rd touohdow n run to nlalec
fneed the wind for the first tim e.
th e score 7-0 at 11:05 left in the T hey we re ab le to driv e to th e
fi rst qUlIfter.
U MR 36 before tur ni ng th e bull
The Miners were un abi ,' 10 over on n. {u..l'lInl.
8'" " Dytlloi .... slatted on offen. "
~> t1~ \tIlill£r~ firs t play from
a g II i II be. . . I","", a ~ ijIU\l t 'lilt... ...wm.......au,. ~Ic,'i! ~k Dan Van
three: plnys_ 0Vuuc I"Baln, cluQ." tQ
Anna: CD»mplcllail ;a ,pass to Ellioll
71 yards fo r a
the w in d . Wes lorn s rnr rcd wltl\ l nclbo>e. who _

touc hdow n. T his made the score
MWSU 2 1 -UMR 7 with 7:39 left
in the first half.
Wes tern w as un abl e to du e
an ythin g w ith th e ball , go in g
three and o ut, giving UMR the ball
at mid field. The Miners picked up
u ho l ding ca ll on f ir s t down,
forci ng a pa ssi ng situation. After
Va n Ann e scra mbled for two yards
on se co nd do w n, he was
intercepted o n third do wn at the
U MR 43 yard li no. We s tern
returned the favor fo ur plays later,
as Jeff F ul k s i nt e rcept ed a
We ste rn pas s in th e e nd zo ne to
avoid" touchdo wn .
UMR, r ushed for time with
th e ball at th eir 20 yard line and
J :28 left o n the clock, started th eir
driv e. A q uic k pa ss to Ell io tt
J "c kson bro ught ni ne yards, two
ru nn ing pl ay s bro ug ht a f ir s t
dow n. Van Ann e fi rst pass attempt
wn s inco mplete, while his seco nd
wus in tercepted . We stern ran the
c lock ou t to e nd the ha lf.
Th e seco nd half start ed with
UMR with th e wind at th eir back
a nd Wes tern wi th th e bull. By thi s
tim e . tl\O f ie ld wa s e x tre me ly
mud dy , whi c h mud e pu ss in g.
d iffi c ult. T he M ill er d e fe nse

s topp e d MWSU on th e ir f ir s t
se ries , w i th Charle s Varad i n
recover.ing a fumble for the Miners
at midfield . UMR' s offense was
unable to mov e the ball, how ever,
and turned the ball over on down s.
Wes te rn , on the stre ngth of
Williams ' running, was able to get
a fi rs t down before giving the ball
back to the Miners. UMR went
three and out, while Western then
did the sa me.
In the last scries in the third
q uarter, UMR got a first down
before stallin g and punting th e
ball back to Western on the first
play o f the fourth qu arter. '
Wes tern was abl e to drive to
the one yard line of the Miners on
th eir nex t driv e. On the next play
th ei r q ua rt e rb ack fumbl ed th e
ball , reco vered and th en went in
fo r the score to make th e score
MWS U 27 - UMR 7 with 11 :44 left
in th e game .
Both teams we nt three and out
on their next possessions, with the
Miners end ing up withthe ball on
th eir 37 yard line. From here, they
we re Rble to dri ve to th e 17 yard
l ine of We s t M n before th ey
stopped and gave Western th e ball
af te r n fa il e d fo urth d o wn

conversion with 4 :27 left in the
game. This W jlS the last chance
th at the Miners had and the game
ended with no further scores.
UMR w as out ga ined b y
Western by a 407 -246 r atio , with
the Min e rs outp ass ing MWSU
148-60,
and
th e Gr iff in s
out rushing UMR 346-98 .
Th e ' .Mi n e r s w e r e le d on
defense by senior linebacker Brian
Gilmore, who had 13 stops to once
agai~ lead the Miners in tackles.
Bret Lindsey had eight tackles,
whil e Bry a n Le wi s h ad sev e n
tackles for UMR . Jeff Fulks had
a n i nter ce ption a nd Ch arl es
Varadin recovered a fumble.
On offense, quarterback D an
Van Anne ended his colleg!, career
with a 10' for 26 perfo rm ance for
148 yards, with a touc hdo wn and
two int erceptions. Senior Elliott
Jackson caught six passes for 108
ya rds, wh il e Br a ndon R i sn e r
ca ught a pass for 22 y ard s, and
J as on Be nn e ca ught o ne for 14
y ards. On the ground, Tillm an led
with 16 au empt s for 49 yards. Van
Ann e ru s hed fo r 34 ya rd s a nd
J as on Wagg on er 'ru s h ed for 22
yard s.
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Swim team loses to Drury
of Drury. In the 200 yard medley
UMR\'92s top team was that of
Eric Jelinek, Bruno Amizic, Steve
Caruso, and Kris Leftwich . They
Staff Writer
finished with a time of 1:41.94,
4.75 seconds of the best Drury
team. In the lengthy 1650 yard
This Friday November 22 the freestyle David Nurre finished in
Miner Swim Team will travel to 17:07 .3 4, only 5.41 ' seconds
the ·St." Louis
University behind the leader. Senior Bill
InvitationaL " The Invitational Unzicker swam fastest for the
takes place NovemlJer 22 and 23 miners in the 200 yard freestyle in
and finishes December 6 . .This a time of 1:49.29 taking third.
will be the first invitational of the Things were different in the
year for the 2-2 miners.
shorter 50 yard freestyle though.
Last Saturday November 16 " Brian Korsedal and Kris Leftwich
the miner swim team met with took the top two spots in 22.29 and
Drury College in the dual meet. 22.80 seconds respectively. In the
The Miners, coming off a 110-76 individual medleys things did not
win over Truman State, were go well for the miners. They were
unable to pull off a victory against able to take third, forth, and
Drury who moved to 3-1. The seventh in the 200 yard individual
final outcome was 78-115 in favor medley and were not capable of
Josepb Mclain
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Swimming

grabbing either of the top two
spots in the 400 yard indiv idual
medley. In the 100 yard butterfly
Unzicker was able to secure
fo urth for the miners at a time of
53.97 seconds. Unfortunately for
the Miners Drury was able to
claim the top three places in both
the 100 yard backstroke and the
100 yard freestyle.
Although, in the 500 yard
freestyle Mark Pearce placed
seco nd at a time of 5:04.08. Bruno
Amizic and Pearce finished with
top times for the miners of 1:02.02
and 1:05 in the 100 yard
breaststroke. In the 200 yar d
freestyle relay senior John Mikrut,
Tom Beccue, Evan Aspinwall, and
Randy Jones finished in 1:29.99.
There was a slight drop off in
racing times compared to that of

UMR at Sl Louis University Invitational
Date: Nov. 22 & 23, 1996
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Abilene Christian 26, W. Tex. A&M 3
Adams State 36, Nebraska-Kearney 17
Assumption 31, Nichols 7
Bentley 22, Stonehill 8
Bloomsburg 58, Eas~ Stroudsburg 42
Catawba 42, Lenoir-Rhyne 7
Central Arkansas 31, Arkansas Tech 17
C. Oklahoma 17, E. New Mexico 7
Chadron State 26, Fort Lewis 19
Chico State 25, Sonoma State 20
Clarion 69, Mansfield 26
Clark Atlanta 51, Morris Brown 0
Culver-Stockton 27, Quincy 15
Edinboro 45, Lock Haven 17
Elon· 33; Wmgate 14
Emporia SI. 32, CMSU 22
FI. Hays SI. 44, Colo. School of Mines 26
Grand Valley State 28, Indianapolis 14
Howard Payne 26, Mississippi College 21

IISsaid.

eft in the
1St chance
I the game
,cores.
ained by
ratio, with
,g MWSjI
Griffins

Indiana (Pa.) 62, Shippensburg 55
Robert Morris 35, c.w. Post 6
Kentucky State 30, Alabama A&M 29
South Dakota State 31, Mankato State 27
Mars Hill 38, Gardener-Webb 32
Southern Arkansas 16, Henderson State 13
Massachusetts-Lowell 41, Curry 27
St Joseph's (IN) 45, West Liberty State 9
Millersville 32, Cheyney 7.
St. Mary's (Ca.) 49, Humboldt State 6
Missouri Southern-State 32, Washburn 31
Slippery Rock 55, California (pa.) 28
Missouri Western State 27, Missouri-Rolla 21
Stony Brook 31, Southern ConneCticut St. 28
Nebraska-Omaha 31, South Dakota 22
Texas A&M Commerce 56, Tarleton State 17
Newberry 21, Presbyterian 10
Texas A&M-Kingsville 24, Angelo State 17
New Haven 20, American International 12
Truman State 36, Southwest Baptist 7
New Mexico Highlands 41, Western New Mexicp 0 West Chester 17, Kutztown 14 (OT)
Norfolk State 14, Hampton 7
West Georgia 42, Valdosta State 21
North Alabama 38. West Alabama 24
North Dakota 27, SI. Cloud State·6
North Dakota State 20, Morningside 6
Northern Colorado 41, Augustana 7
Northern Michigan 52, Saginaw Valley State 42
Pace 35, Sacred Heart 0
Pittsburg State 40, Northwest Missouri State 0

""

"
.~

Sat., Oct. 26
Millikin
127·56
Fri., Nov. 1
Southwest Missouri
State
100·105
Sat., Nov_ 9
Truman State
110·76
Sat., Nov_ 16
Drury
78·115

8.
e led on
lckerBrian
lpS to once
in [ackl~s.
Jt tackles,
Jad seven
Fulks had
I Charles
mble.
,rback Dan
ege career
rmance for
hdown and
nior Elliot!
ses for 108
on Risner
yardS, and
one for 14
Tillman led
' yards. Van
yards and
ned for 22

NCAA Division II Men's Basketball Poll
November 12,1996

A-

1. Fort Hays State

10. Southern Indiana

2. Northern Kentucky

12. Missouri-Rolla

3. Washburn

13. Fairmont State

4. St. Rose

13. North Dakota State

5. Virginia Union

15. St. Michael's

6. California, Pa.

16. Presbyterian

7. Alaska-Anchorage

17. Kentucky Wesleyan

8. West Georgia

18. South.Dakota

9. Florida South-ern

19. Central Oklahoma

10. Cal State-Bakersfield

20. Clark Atlanta

Team

UMR
St. Francis (III.)

1st
34
19

2nd Final
35 69

25

44

~
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Sports Quiz

Super Crossword
1 Maeslro
de Waan
4 Talk-show
pioneer
thIngs
8
12 Pancho's pal
17 Rough II
19 She , 10 Sartre
20 The yoke's
on them
21 Chicken lin Ie?
22 "Horror
Hotel" actor
25 Detergent
ingredient
26 ChOice
27 Grammarian's concern
28 Spring mo.
30 Too big
lorane's
breeches?
31 Co. kingpin
33 "The Haunted
Strangler"
actor
38 Mideastern
capital
42 ·Parting ,1,5 sweel ...
43 Push-button

"'n-

Elizabeth,
Congratulations on joining one of
Ihe best families.
Your big sis,
Colleen
Kalhleen,
Are you sure you can spell?
The right one

B2,
Happy really belated birlhday!

BI
House A,
Did you pick up my soap in Ihe
shower again? Please stop doing Ihat
when I'm notlhere!
Bob

Bar' actor
104 New Mexico
resort
57 - Patrick
106 Jocular Jay
Harris
107 UN figure
59 Mature
6 1 Gawk
108 Earring part
6 2 BUSier
110 Wear the
Brown's dog
crown
64 Composer
11 2 Perennial
Verdi
Victim
66 -Han
1·15 "House on
Haunted Hill"
69 Time 10
evolve?
actor
71 Moray or
119 Regulatory
conger
agcy.
72 -The King
120 Calendar
abbr.
and I" selling
121 Plumb 01 -The
73 Opening
76 "A Night·
Brady Bunch"
mare on Elm 122 ~auarter to
Street" actor
-" ('51 song)
125 Available
80 "Hold on
Tight" rock
129 Junior
dress size
group
81 Maintain
132 "A Demon
in My View"
83 Crafty CIIlter
84 ·Porgi-"
actor
(Mozart aria) 136 Ariel. lor one
85 Sheep's
137 Give a hoot
shaker
138 Olympic
troublemaker
87 Soft job
89 "This Is139 Theater
lile"
collection
91 Massenel
140 Bum a fide
opera
141 Get wind 01
95 City near
142 Splinter group
Dallas
143 Snitch
96 Tare's rela tive DOWN
99 ~ Mad l ove"
1 "Behold'" to
actor '
Brutus
102 As a compan- 2 Arlene or
ion
Roald

Hey Kappa Chi,
Squigma No is right on your tail.
The spirit race is ours!
Happy 21st Bigg D!
LittleC

Kararocks!!
Kat,
When I fl ip, I'll leave yo u a letter!
Cat
Captain,
I Ihink we were made for each
olher!
You know who
House A,
You guys rock! You are my heros!
I have your floor comb in my roo m...
Jeremy
Kat,
I want to buy shoes!
The olher one
Where is my pork!!!!
Bacon , bacon, bacon!!!!
Aatif
Go to bed, Timmy!

..

- ----

House A,
You guys are just too cool when you
yell at dinner. We are sick of your
stupid swimmer jokes. Call us if you
have any problems at 6344!
HouseD
Gentlemen

40 Mexican
monster?
41 Mr. Hammarskjold
46 ·Salem's - "
47 Basket

92 OversluN

93 -- La Douce"
94 Qbligalion

97 Tombstone
lawman
98 00 Europe
malenal
100 Goal
49 AClor Bruce 101 Gambrel or
51 "Silas
mansard
Marner"
103lorne 01
character
"Sonanza"
-E.T:·
105 Move like a
52 Calyx part
11 Prowl
54 Supply With
mamba
12 ~ SlIenf '
Slens
109 Part of SASE
preSident
111 Return
55 Shake13 Cephalopod's
spearean
address?
sqUirt
monarch
113 Aroma
14 P.ole
56 "- Name"
114 Enlisted
15 "T urandot"
(73M)
personnel
lenor
58 Mil. rank
15 Opera's
16 Exclude
60 "Naulitus"
Giacomo
18 Emulate
captain
lauri- Koulax
63 Antagonist
11 6 Motionless
21 "The Gong
55 Arm bone
117 Share wisdom
Show" host
67 Soybean
118 Sea eagles
23 It's for the
product
120 Siocking stuff
birds
68 Scrub a
123 Bronte heroine
24 Hollywood
mission
124 Very
clashers
70 Be nosy
impressive
29 Paw part
73 Huff and puH 126 Wedding32 Neighbor
74 SI. Teresa's
cake layer
01 Molokai
home
127 Cultural grp,
34 O rthodox
75 Correctional 128 -Yo'" al tha
image
Put to use
library
35 Brake part
78 Thin porridge 130 Dana or
36 Retreats
79 Piclding herb
Damone
37 '50s tunes
131 Ordinal suffix
82 Celebrity
86 Papal name 133 Dundee denial
38 Women's
hairdos
88 Spruce' 134 Singing
39 Be an
syllable
shaped
accomplice
90 AAA offering 135 N Y hours

!

n

Quad is #1!1

~pew,

ail your help!

I love our Republican Lunches!

Features Syndicate

see Solutions, page 14

Jon
Julia,
Could you get it out?
J

D&L,
I'm starving!! What happened to
Ihe smorgasbord?
P.S . Someone is piJaging my food !

Carpandarpice,
Thanks for all your support.
Arpanne

Hey look -Carol's back!

Hey House B,
Keep being as cool as you are, and
let's start whipping up wilh Spirit
Points. Come on!!

Go QHA 1M Volleyball!

NRHHRocks!

Jessie,
That sweatshirt again!?!

Good luck, Ben!!

Hey Quad Siaff,
Let's do that Ihing we do!

Ben M.,
Congratulations from Kappa Chi.

Quad Staff,
Thanks for everything yo u are the
best!

K,

Anne,
I love you, girl. You are awesome,
keep up that great spirit of yours .
Candice

DJ,

Farrar 3,
Keep up ihe good work! :)
Anne

Mercy,
Please find me at your earliest convenience for a smoke and a chat.. .
Captain

<;opyright 1996 by King

Way to go Quad 1M Volleyball
teams! Keep rockin' to Ihe top!!

Patrick,
Thanks for Ihe date. :)
Jennifer

Can I borrow .your perfume?
Candice

NHl?

The MACURH banner committee

Kappa Chi,
So far we are way ahead in Spirit
Points, let's keep it up. By the way,
Kelly C is Ihe best house in the Quad.
Candice

MACURHDelegation is awesome !

the

3, Who thwarted M uhammad Ali's
comeback in 1980 ?
4 . What two cities wer e the stan
and fi nish of me fi rst intercontinenta l
auto race in 1908?
5. What is the distance o f straight·
line spri nts in drag racing?
6. What bowl game began as an
East· West contest between
Michigan and Stanford in 1902?
7. What is the metric mile?
8, Wha l gol fer has been called
Ohio Fats and B l obbo?

rocks! Way to go guys!

Thanks for

K
Nancy,
Have you seen our olher roommate?
ZLAM,
Alisa

1. What is an umpire's ruling if a
line drive hits the third- base bag and
bounces into the stands?
2, What was the first U.S. team in

Cat,
Kat

Looking for good web pages .. .if
you know what I mean ...{wink, wink).

by Larry Duncan

3 Actor Katz
4 Cosset a corgi
5 Baseball
lamity name
6 Heidi's
hangout
7 Change lor
the beller
8 Precede
9 Rocker Rose
10 Wallace 0 1

Aliman 6 = #1

Great job at MACURH! We showed
who was best!
They're ... slowing ... down.

No buffets this way either!
D&L

Hey Karla, Healher and Andrew,
Thanks for being Ihe best littles
anyone could ask for. :)
Anne

ZEEDSTUN!
You know what I mean .
Reka,
Come over and visit me.

BSU,
Great job at Volleyball.
CM
Laura and Kalhy,
Are you ready for Wednesday?
Diane
Colleen,
You're .lh. bestliJ' sis ever?

ZLAM,
Kelly

ZLAM,
Melinda

see Gossip. page 14
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That's Jake

DAVE
by David Miller '

uhammad Ali·,

\\"eretbc SIan

lntercontinental

nn~Orstnigh[.

lCing?

me bog", .. "

tSt, between
ordtnl90''1
ric rnilc~ ~.

;; bot, "II ..

)6 by King
dicate

'The last time this much ammo was
used with this little effect was
over the skies of Baghdad.'

'!>i:

.

~

i

i

i

-I

!Mer committet
s!

"You don't have to follow
every suggestion your
employees put in the box,
you know."
'

ot?

back!

-:yball!

---

-JRH! WeshoWo!

.. down.

~

:yball.

-------

:M

.WednesdAY?
)jane

!' ~se,er?

:LAM.
:eUy

------

..aile 14
sslP,I"'"

.

nn

"I'm not sure what I did;- but
you'll need to defeat the
ninja .to get our bank
records. "

I ..

,

j:}:
~

,~
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Nation
the supposedly helpless customer. "You
sure you don' t want fries with that?" he
pleaded, forcing a fake smile at the end
of the sentence in a vain attempt to add
humor and relief to the dire situation.
The customer, he would later note,
was most definitely a veteran, for she,
with the skill and ease of a pro, feigned
a hopeful reply. "Well .. ." she trailed
off hesitantly, knowing to herself that
she was cuing him.
Inexperience and anticipation debated with his cornman sense and his
immense hours of training. She is
fabricating her desire! She wants fries,
dam mit, just convince her! Watch your
step, or she will annihilate you! Sell the
damn fries.

Wednesday"November 20, 1996

from page 5
He blinked several times as a gory
fight raged on within the boundaries of
his cranium; only a thin plate of bone
held back the forces within, which left
him tormented but protected society
from the fiery depths of hell.
Then in what seemed like a nanosecond, she said, in some language
from a foreign land, "]' adore Ie chien."
turned around and left, leaving no order, showing no sympathy, having no
compassion' whatsoever.
A look of disbelief on his face Was
the only thing that remained from their
confrontation. In a daze, slightly hallucinogenic but still mentally sound, he
turned around and stuck his head in the
greaser.

Mooch
open a music hall where musicians
from all over could come and perform.
Now, every Saturday nightat 7:30 p.m.,
musicians gather at O&O's Little
Branson to play music and sing.
Over the years Don has taken the
contributions left in a jar next to the
coffee pot and bought microphones,
speakers, chairs and tables and has
turned an aluminum bam into his own
version of the Grand Ole Opry.
There is always coffee and soda,
and sometimes there is food. Everyone
is welcome, and a<\mission is free,
though you might want to slip a dollar
in the jar so Don can keep the lights on.
It's the biggest jam session in the
area, and everyone who comes has a

from page 5
chance to perform. It is a great plaCe for
a novice to get a start, and I personally
know several musicians who honed
their talent standing before an audience at O&O's.
Okay, ,maybe I can't resist the role
of a grumbler, but I promise to be brief.
I know that there are a great many
of you who agree with the suggestions
I made in my last article.
Ionathan Swift asked me to .relay
the following message, "It is in disputes, as in armies, where the weaker
side sets up false lights, and makes a
great noise to make the enemy believe
them more numerous and strong than
they really are."
Have a great Thanksgiving!

Music
its debut of "Mach 5." This song was
well chosen for the release, but as for
what to expect when listening to the
rest of the album, it's a different story.
The album is loaded with simple
lyrics that I am sure didn ' t require
much though I. Singing about the fITSt
thing that came to their mind just doesn' t .
seem like a way to write songs.
I thought maybe I was going to eat
my words on this album, but I can' t see
'myself doing it this time. The overall
rhy thm~ and sound from the album are
pretry hip but remind me oh so much of
W eezer,
The album consists of 14 songs, but
they are all very short leaving the album with a total running time of 42
minutes. Most of the songs on the
album remind me of simple ditty's
with rockin rhytlurrs but the~ are sO
short, that when the next song jumps
in, you get lost.
I can' t say I like the overall album, .
but have picked a few favorites. The
obvious choices would have to be "Mach
5" and "L.I.P." The song "L.I.P." starts
out with that same rhythm from the
. song "Kitry ... " but leaving the "L.I.P."

Gossip

Get psyched for invitation! New
members are cool!
A1isa,
Have you seen my big sis?

.

ZLAM,

Nancy
Has anyone seen my little sister?

ZLAM,

Alisa
A1is&,
Why aren't you studying?

Z1.AM,
J

I

Nancy,
Where do.you live?

ZLAM,
J

from pageS
to stand for Little Indian Princess. The
silly thing is that you can replace "Kitty"
with "L.l.P." in that kitty song, and it
fits without sounding too strange.
I guess what I am trying to say is
that I feel too many songs nowadays are
becoming monotonous and boring. I
certainly hope that the next release will
be better.
Jimbob
Eels
Beautiful F r eak
Dreamworks
Alterna tive
Per formance :
7
Sound quality:
7
Beautiful Freak is the debut release of the L.A. band Eels. If your
looking for a feel-good pop album,
please look elsewhere. But if you're
depressed, cast out by society, alone,
sad and think you're a freak, this is
definitely the one for you. Please do
yourself a favor and don't listen to this
CD when you are in a good mood.
With songs about teen pregnancy,
inner city problems and loss of the
American dream, how can one expect
to be optimistic about lII)ything?

from page 12

As far' as the music goes, they've

M.N.W's new release is hitting
mastered the job of changing styles on stores everywhere and selling by the
Tara J.,
the ,fly. lust when the beat gets too thousands. They possess a cutting edge
You're the greatest!
repetitive they do an about-face and sound that samples every type of music
ZLAM,
proceed with a completely different in the industry.
YLS
The vocals are distinct, easily unmusic style.
The vocals do a great job of match- derstood and, best of all, understanding the present style and sound strik- able. The variety in rhythms and songs
from page 6
ingly similar to Peter Gabriel.
make this album a defmite must hear.
I picked a few fays on this album, seal. When we left the theater, he
Other than the popular "Novocaine
For the Soul," there are many other just like I do on every album I hear, summed it all up rather well just by
great songs on.the release. My favorite "Johnny" being the most worthy ' of saying, "Wow! "
would have to be "Mental" because of recognition with that pop music sound
Unfortunately, Ridicule isn't going
the funky intra bass line, driving cho- but also with distorted guitars and that to be showing at any local theaters (at
rus and a peculiar ending that seems to drum pattern that is used in so many . least, not that I know of). So, if you're
songs of today.
run out of gas.
interested,. you' ll will most likely, and
Overall, the main theme of the CO
One other song that needs to have regrettably, have to wait for it !O come
is, as the title suggests, being a freak. If . attention brought to it would have to be out on video. Keep an eye out for it in
you're into that sort of thing, then you'll "No Show." This songs reminds me of the foreign films section of the video
probably like the Eels, otherwise you Social Distortion with a hint of Green store. Until then' I'll leave you with
can just try to block out the lyrics and Oay. That combination should make Rocko's assessment of Ridicule:
listen to the ever-changing styles.
anyone want to check them out.
Humor: 8
Iason S.
This album is one of those that
S tory Pace: 8
Mars Needs Women
defmitely needs to be kept in the freOverall Entertainment: 10
Sparking Ray Gun
quently played section of everyone's
Discovery Records
CD collection. I would definitely suggest that everyone get a copy or at least
Altern~tive
Performance:
7
listen to il.:.you won' t be upset. '
Sound QUality: "1
Jimbob

Rocko

WedoesdaY,
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StaFward
requisite frustration of some sort. So,
to alleviate this frustration, send $10 to
Zandar, care of Features Editor, Miner
Office, Norwood Hall-then you will
feel much better. I promise .
. Aquarius (January 20-February 18)
- Think of your life like a Post-It Note.
It is yellow, for you are sometimes
scared. It is papery because you are
sometimes cut. It is sticky because you
sometimes spill jam on your shirt.

from page 6
Kinda sad, isn' t it-that your life is
like a Post-It-Note? That ain't my

SUB Free Movies

Solutions
Sports Quiz
l. ground-rule double;
2. the Boston Bruins;
3. Larry Holmes;
4 . New York and Paris;
5. a quarter mile;
6. the Rose Bowl;
7. 1,500 meters;
8. Jack Nicklaus

from page 6

problem, honey, so figure it out on your deeply saddehed when we accidentally
own. Ijustpredict 'em, someoneelse' ll hit a dog on the highway last year, in
salve ' em.
generall agree with my car andHendrlX,
Pisces (February 19-March20) - Your don't let the lights slow you down.
"lucky number is l/e, your lucky color is Keep on going, there are better things
clear, your lucky furnishing is a doily, on the other side of town.
your lucky pet is a dead ferret, and your , . -- - - - - - - - - - - ' "
lucky toy is the "Will it Hurt?" board
game.
November 22,23

from page 12
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St. Pat's

from page 1

medium to present new ideas for next
year's celebration. Some students believed that .this was a method for Park
and the faculty to control the events and
activities at S1. Pat's.
However, Park is hoping to make
this year's S1. Pat's celebration better
for all students. In a previous interview, Park was quoted as saying, "We

want next year's celebration to represent the students who attend the university. We want something to do for
everyone of all interests and backgrounds."
Students who want to learn more
about the ongoing St. Pa!"s saga should
visit the S1. Pat's Committee w,:b page
at http://www.umr.edu/-stpats.

Evaluations

. from page 1

. tion" and click the "Submit Query"
button 6) Select a course by instructor
name and click the "Display EvaJuation" button.
7) When ,the evaluation is com ~
pleted, click the':'Save" button. This
enters the evaluation for and removes
the course from future evaluation.

Additional courses may be evaluated at any time during the evaluation
period.
Electronic course evaluations are a
product of the Committee on Effective
Teaching. Comments may be directed
to the .committee Chair, Dr. Leonard
Koederi~ (koe@umr.edu).

Gale

page 6
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ROTC

from page 2

The ~apstone event for Army lasting friendships, and conquer one of you colleagues. However, skills such
ROTC cadets is Advanced 'Camp the biggest challenges of their lives.
as good interpersonal communication
which is held each summer at Pt.
The UMR cadets who graduated and strong leadership that are enLewis, Washington. This is a high from Advanced Camp last summer are hanced through Army ROTC will give
speed, competitive camp that brings Darryl Carr, Anthony Gibbs, Jim graduates a head start in their field.
out the best in each cadet. Cadets Hartman, Eric Midden, Dave Polston,
If another summer of boredom is
already enrolled in the ROTCpnlgram Shawn Poulin, Jeremy Vacek, Dan headedyourway,considertheopportugo to Advanced Camp between their Van Anne, and JaSon Reynolds. These nities made available by the U.S.
Junior and Senior years, and get evalu- cadets earned the rank of cadet officers Army. Money, leadership skill, and
ated on the same skills taught on cam- for this year and can be identified by excitement can all 6e found through
pus and at Basic Camp.
the shiny rank on the camouflage caps . ROTC.
Additionally, cadets are evaluated Thanks to the training here at UMR, .
Any questions about Military Sciin 10 leadership positions throughout these cadets all did well at camp. They ence classes, Basic Camp, or Adthe six week period. These evaluations continue to pave their way to success- vanced Camp can be answered by
are based on sixteen leadership dimen- ful futures as commissioned Second Army ROTC cadets or by contacting
sions established,by the Army. Cadets . Lieutenants on activ'e duty or part time Major Greg Allison (431-4742) who is
from colleges allover the U.S. come to in the National Guard or Reserves.
located on the third floor of Harris
compete at this exciting and "hallengIn the workforce of today, acollege Hall. Think about preparing for the
no:.:t=s=et=y'=o=u=f=ar= a::part==fro:::::m==fu
= turc...:.e_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--'___'_,
ing camp. Cadets earn '$700, create ,-d..:egr::.,..ee_w"'ill.=

froin page 6

up his things and moved his family to has performed extensive research in
Rolla.
the lead belt of Southwest Missouri,
Building a department is a long, which produces 90 percent of the lead
slow process, as Dr. Gale found out. used in the United States.
With the assistan~e and support of
He and some of his studenlS are
excellent professional colleagues, how- endeavoring to determine how to mine
ever, he was able to successfully imple- the lead with minimal environmental
ment a program that has yielded excep- impact on forests and·streams . Lead is
tional biologists and pre-med students an important comPonent of batteries,
throughout the years.
and the transportation industry depends
As a professor, it is Dr. Gale' s hope on it. Some forms of it are very' toxic,
that his students not only learn some- . while others are not.
thing but that they have fun learning it.
Dr. Gale has been involved with of
He finds great satisfaction in working several scientific organizations. He was
with young people and in helping them a founder of the Helix Club and has
achieve their goals ..
been active in the Society of EnvironUMR has given Dr. Gale the oppor- mental Geochemistry ' and Health, in
tunity to interact with other scientists which he has served as president, vice
Md engineers around the world. He president, counselor and secretary.

Dr. Gale has little time for activities outside of school due his desire to
stay on top of the newest findings in his
field. During the past decade, there has
~n an explosion of biological discov·
eries. He does, however, enjoyphotography and carpentry.
It seems that everyone I talk to has
at least heard of Dr. Gale. He has had
quite an influence on this campus.
He is especially known for his
unique one liners, such as "more nervous than a long·tailed kitty-cat in a
room full of rocking chairs" or "cooler .
than a well·digger 's belt buckle."
Dr. Gale will not only be remembere": for his excellent teaching, but
alsoJor the interest he takes in each of
his students.
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CHANGE

THE WORLD

ONE

FAIRY TALE
AT A TIME.
A four-year-old is full of
als like you. Come share
reasons there's Head

your special talents and

Start. We give low-

interests wit h Head

in come preschool

Start. Because if you

children what other

change the world of
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a child; you change

a lready

have. The chance to

the world.

learn. To be healthy.

Ca ll 1- 800 -27-
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w e need more volunteers.

volunteer opportunities

with' your local Head Start.

Hair Salon
'Walk-ins Welcome
704 N. Bishop _ Suite 2
R olla MO . . 6 5401

Phone
314·364·6965

J{ave a aipwma, but no car?
(jetting a aipWma, but no true/(!
Litt[e or no creait /(f,eping you from
that car or truek.you want?

Student Discounts

-
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Correction .
In the November 13 issue of The Miner the photos of Dr. Wayne
Huebner (page 2) and Dr. Gary Mueller (page 6) were accidently switched
during the pmt process at our printer. We would like to apologize to Dr.
Huebner and Dr. Mueller for any· confusion created by this error.

Let Seeger Toyota help.
With little or no credit Seeger Toyota will finance your
new car, truck, or sport utility vehicle.
All you need is to be receiving your diploma within six
months or have received it within the 'last year, have a job,
and have no derogatory credit and you are guar anteed
financing. Come see us at Seeger Toyota, Hwy 72 &
63 South. Call us at 341-2005.
RAV4

CAMRY
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Fall S orts Scenes

company.
Date oIlnl
M*": ~
MlnlnMM11

SlgIIUprel

WOlk ioca1

sta11St c

1 HR INTE

ELfCTROVE
P.o. BoX 70
camdenton.

Attn: Mr.JII

()egJ'e8~

M*rs:

Grad Dates:
CItIzenship:

Position Ava
Position Lac

Deadline for
For more In!

·1

i

ThE
hOi
car
).mFslllde tackles his Truman State opponent.
finished with a 9·9·1 record.

drc
for

toc

The Miners gang tackle a Washburn ball carrier. The Miners
suffered through a 3-8 season In 1996.
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Company: Copeland Corporation
Date of Intervtew: 12/10
M*",: MECH flEC EMAN
Minimum GPA: 2.400
SIgn.up released 11/14/96
WOI1< location: Lebanon. MO
start 1st co-op wor!< session spring 97
1 HR INTERVIEW

SlgrHlp Method: Open

ELECTROVERT USA CORPORATION
' ~ethod: PRSOPEN
P.O. Box 709
Interview Date:
camdenton. MO 65020
Attn: Mr. Jim Jackman. Human Resource Specialist
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.750
M*rs:
ELEC
Grad Dates:05961296
Citizenship: US/penn
Position Available: Bectr1cal Engr.
Position location: Camdenton. MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: November 22
For more Infonnatlon about position call Jim Jackman at 573-346-3341.
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Company: Jefferson Smurflt
SlgrHlp Method: PRSOPEN
MC\lors: ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.000
Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
.SIgn.up released 11/8/96
Walt. LocatIon: Alton. Illinois .
start 1st coop wOl1< session SPRING 1997
must be able to wor!< at least 2 wOl1< sessions

MONITOR LABS. INC.
76 Inverness DrIve East
Englewood. CO 80112
Attn: Mr. Joel Brand.
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors:
ELEC
Grad Dates:05961296
Citizenship: US/penn
Position Available: Embedded Systems Software Engr; Hardware Engr
Position location: Englewood. CO (suburb of Denver)
OPEN SIGt«JP DATE: Immediately
Information on position available In 301 Norwood Hall
Web Page Address: http://www.monltorlabs.com

GIVE
The
holidays
can be
draining
for us,
too.

+

American

Red Cross
9ive blood again. It will be felt for a lifetime.

THAT

REALLY

COUNTS
m!I~~~

IS
..........

Five hours a week and
five percent of your income.

so:;n;:R

M~uriMiner
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All organizational meeting times
lowship, Meramec Rm, UCE
and places are provided by the Student Activity Ce~ter, 218 UCW • . 7:00 pm: Sociaty of Hispanic ProfesPlease send all changes to the afore- sional Engineers, 212 McNutt
mentioned office.
7:00 pm: Sigma Phi gpsilon, 140

8:30 pm: Omega Sigma Service Organization, 204 McNutt
9:00 pm: Blue Sabres, 20S Harris

Schrenk

Annex

7:30 pm: St. Pats Celebration Committee, 107C ME Annex

6:00 pm: Eta Kappa Nu, 104 EE

8:00 pm: ACM, 216 MCS

5:30 pm:

Pi Tau Sigma, 107C ME

M c Nutt

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Organization, 312 CE

6:00 .pm: Chess C lub, Cafeteria UCE

8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, 103 EMgt

6:30 pm: Blue Key, 2 16 ME

8:00 pm: Student Council, Student
Services Committee, 204 McNutt

6 : 00 pm:

Spelunkers Club, 204

7:00 pm: IEEE, 114 CE
7:00 pm:

Omega Chi Epsilon, G-3
5:00 pm: . RHA, Diversity, history,
leaming, fun experience, UCE Bldg

Schrenk
7:00 pm: UMR Amateur Radio Club,

7 : 00 pm:
McNutt

110 Buehler

Show-Me Anime, 204

7:30 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 126 Schrenk

12:00 pm: University Orators Chapter of Toastmasters International, Missouri Rm, UCE
4:30 pm: Chemistry Seminar - "Plasma
Enhanced Deposition of Beryllium
Containing Coating for Application in
ICF, " by Wu-Sheng Shih, G -3 Schrenk
6 :00 pm : UMR Indeperdents, Walnut
Rm, UCW
6:30 pm: Association of Black Students, 216 McNutt
7:00 pm: National Society of Black
Engineers, 204 McNutt
7:00 pm: Alpha Kappa Alpha, SunriseRm, UCE
7:00 pm:
Schrenk

Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140

Kappa Kappa Psi, . 125

7:00 pm: Visitors Night at the UMR
Observatory Spons.ored by the -UMR
physics department, Observatoty

7:30 pm: Society of Mining Engineers,
2()l1 McNutt

7:00 pm: SUB Fall films , Happy
Gilmore, 104 ME

1:30 pm: Christian Science Organization, Sunrise Rm, UCE

9:00 pm: Residence Hall Association,

9:00 pm: SUB Fall films, Billy Madi-

5:00 pm: SWE, 216 McNutt

209 & 209A MCS

son, 104 ME

7:30 pm:
Schrenk

5:30 pm: Solar Car Team, 104 EMgt
7:00 pm: Koinonia, Meramec Rm, UCE
1:30 pm: Academic Council, G-5 H-SS
2 :30 pm: Student Council, StuCo Lawyer, Walnut Rm, UCW
4:30 pm: American Ceramic Society,
206 McNutt
4:30 pm: Civil Engineering Graduate
Seminar, "Structural Behaviorof Architectural Laminated Glass Under Seism ic Loading," by Christy Worrell, 217
CE

9 :00 am: Student Union Board, College Bowl Tourney, UCE Bidg
9:00 am: C. L. Dake Society, Mineral
Auction, McNutt 2nd Floor

7:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma Pledge
Meeting, 125 Schrenk
7:00 pm: Sigma Phi Epsilon, 140
Schrenk

Rm

7:30 pm: Alpha Phi Omega, 114 CE

6:00 pm: Delta Sigma Delta Fall Neophyte, Centennial Hall, UCE

8:00 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma Active
Meeting, 139 Schrenk

7:00 pm: SUB Fall films, Happy
Gilmore, 104 ME

9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society, 20S Harris

9:00 pm : SUB Fall films, Billy Madison, 104 ME

9:30 pm: Juggling Club, Miner Rec
Bldg

11:00 am: Gaming Association, 231
McNutt

Thanksgiving Vacation Begins

6: 30 pm : Baptist Student Union Worship Service, 610 W 10th SI.
6 :30 p m : American Nuclear Society,
227 Fulton
7:00 pm:

Interv ars ity Christian Fel-

2:00 pm: Chinese Student Association School, ME Bldg

4: 00 pm: Alpha Phi Alpha, Wainul
Rm, UCW

Salvation Army Bell Ringing
TheSalvation Anny will begin its annual
Bell Ringing fund raiser November29th.

$

National Security Education Program Scholarship (NSEP) Opportunities for Study Abroad

dents'lives easier? Join The Council of
Graduate Students. We meet on Tuesdays every other week at9:00 pmin the
Carverffurner Room in UCE. The
.next meeting is December 3. Be there!
If you want to know more about us, visit
our web page @ http://www.urnr.edu/
-gradcnsl/. If you want to be on our
mailing list, e-mail Yvonne Liske @
liske@umr.edu.

The NSEP provides opportunies for
Americans to study in regions critical
to US national interests (excluding Western Europe, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand). In the rapidly changing world
environment, these regions are important international players.
Study abroad offers the opportunity to
gain valuable international experience.
This expenence is rapidly becoming part
of the competitive resume. You will be
entering a job market where almost all
activities have been internationalized
and to \:>i competitive it is essential to
have the'skills necessary to thrive in

SUB's Annual College . Bowl
SUB's Annual College Bowl will be
November 23rd at 9:00am upstairs in
UCE. This is an academic competition
open to all UMR students to compete
for prize money. The prizes are as
follows : frrst place team receives $160,
second place team receives $120, and
third place team receives $SO. Teams of
four should pick up an application from
theSUBofficein21SUCW. There is no
entry 'fee!
Research Assistance Progra m
Having trouble getting started on your
research? Stuck for a topic or unsure
where to turn next? Need he lp finding
material on your topic? Tty using the
Library's R esearch Assistance Program. It provides consul tations with
reference librarians who will help you

2:00 pm: Jazz Ensemble In concert,
Leach Theatre, C.stleman

$

Financial
Aid
Information

The Council of Graduate Students
Wannaknow what's going on? Wanna
get involved in making graduate stu-

6:00 pm: Toastmasters, 109 CSF
6 : 15 pm: Intercollegiate Knights, G-5
H-SS

headings inMERUN and ihdices, identify subject indices and reference material, and fma a topic for your research
assignment. To arrange a consultation,
fill out areference assistance form at the
library and make ~ appointment to
consult with a reference librarian or ca!1
341-4007 for more information.

United Negro College Fund Merck
Science Fellowships
Atten tion December G r a duates
Applications are now available for the
Commencement announcements are
UNCF-Merck Science Fellowships.
now available in the Registrar's Office These fellowships arei'art of a ten-year
for all students who will be graduating
initiative funded Merck & Co., Inc. and
on December 21, 1996. These anadministered by The College FundI
nouncements are provided by the Uni- UNCE The goal of the initiative is to
versity at no cost to the graduate.
expand America's pool of world class
African American biomedical research
MSM Spelunkers Club
scientists. The fellowships are targeted
The MSM Spelunkers Club has been
to African American students at both
busy this semester with recreational · minority and majority colleges and unicaving trips. cave clean-ups, cave rescue
vers!!!es. Students can obtain applicatraining, mapping, and has hosted a
tions through the chairperson's office
number of guest speakers. All are wel- of their departments. The application
come, including new members, at the
must be postmarked for return to The
weekly meetings on Wednesdays at College Fund/UNCF by January 15,
6:00 pm in 204 McNutt.
1997.

2:00 pm: Chess Club, Carver/furner

6:00 pm: Gaming Association, 314 CE
6:00 pm: Christian Campus Fellow ship, Mark Twain Rm, UCE

The President of the local chapter ofthe
Salvation Army has asked Student
Council to contact the individual organizations on campus that might be interested in volunteering to ring the bells at
local merchants (ie_Wal-Mart) between
December 2-13th. The set-up would be
in half-four increments, Monday
through Saturdays between 9:00 am and
5:00 pm . If you are interested in taking
part in this charitable community service, please contact me by Wednesday,
November25. For more information email kschmitt@umr.edu or call the
StuCo Office at 341-42S0.

the global arena,
To be eligible, applicants must be matriculated as undergraduates at a US
university, college or community college. In this merit-based competition,
students may apply for study in summer 1997, fall 1997 and/or spring 1995.
NSEP awards are available up to a maximum of$8,OOOper semester or $16,000
per academic year. For applications
contact your NSEP Campus representative or your institution's Financial Aid
Office. For the name of your Campus
Representative call the NSEP toll free
at (SOO) 61 8-NSEP. Application deadline: February 3,1997.

with your research. The reference Ii- . Tau Beta Pi Scholarship Available
brarion will help you develop a search The Missouri Beta Chapter of the Tau
strategy, identify appropriate subject
Beta Pi Associa.tion is offering several
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scholarships. Tau Beta Pi is an engineering honors fraternity which values
integrity. academic achievement, and involvement in a wide array of activities . .
Accordingly. these scholarships will
reward the same characteristics. Scholarship forms are available at the Financial Aid Office in Parker Hall. Applications are due by November 22, 1996.
American 'E lectroplaters and Surrace Finishers Society
Each year the American Electroplaters
and Surface Finishers Society o,ffers
scholarships to upper class undergraduate and graduate students who are interested in the surface finishing fi~ld.
Criteria:
'
.. Undergraduate students must be
studying in metallurgy, metallurgical engineering. materials science or engineering. chemistry. chemical engineering. or
environmental engineering.
.. Selection factors include achievement,
scholarship potential. motivation and
interest in the fmishing technologies.
.. Must be a full-time 'student during
the academic year the scholarship is received.
.. Fin~cial need is not a factor.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application and all requested docum'ents must be postmarked by April
15,1997.
, Roy N. McBride Loan/Scbolarshipand C.J. Grim Scholarship
Qualifications are that recipients shall
be juniors or seniors who are progressing satisfactorily toward a baccalaureate degree in engineering and shall be
persons of good character. high integrity. and common sense. and hav,,"!,good sense of applied engineering. A
cumulative GPA of 3.00 is a reasonable
cut-<>ff for selection of scholarship recipients. Recipients must also have financial need. Students who received an
award this year will need to reapply to
be considered for a 1997-98 award. The
same application process and form will
be used to select recipients of the C. J.
Grimm Scholarship as the requirements
are quite similar. ' The Grimm Scholarship requires that students be in the
upper one fourth of their class and financial need is not to be' considered.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office. G-I Parker Hall.

Application deadline and transcript
must be submitted by February 1,
. 1997.
Reminder to Students
The 97/98 "Renewal" Free Application
for Federal Student Aid mailing from
the Federal Processor will be mailed
from 11/18/96-1/3/97. If you do not
receive your 97/98 renewal FAFSA by
2/1/97. complete a "regulat" 97/98
FAFSA. which can be received from the
Student F\nancial Aid Office.
Hubert H. Humphrey Doctoral Fel·
lowship Program 1996-97 United
States Arms Control and Disarma·
ment Agency
Since 1979, this federal grant program
has provided financial assistance to
over 80 doctoral and law students who
are completing research in the fields of
nuclear and conventional arms control.
nonproliferation and disarmament The
total Hubert H. Humphrey grant is
$14.000. which includes $6.000 for tuition and $8.000 for the stiind. Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application deadline: March 15, 1997 .
Carat Scholarship Foundation
Carat Scholarship Foundation is funded
by the contributions of civic-minded
individuals. business and various fund
raisers. The Foundation offers $1000
scholarships semiannually to graduate
and undergraduate students who are
United States citizens. The scholarships are awarded on the basis of career
goals. financial need and academic
record. To receive an application. please
have interested students send a stamped
self-addressed envelope to: Carat
Scholarship Foundation. Attn: Carol
McAuliffe-Director. 5 Magnolia Parkway. Hawthorne Woods. IL 60047.
Completed Application must be received by: January IS, 1997.
Air & Waste Management Association Scholarship Mid-West Section
The Air and Waste Management Ass\,,ciation (A&WMA) is pleased to announce that $24.000 in scholarship and
grants is available to full-time graduate
students pursuing careers in environmental sciences. such as air pollution
control or waste management. at the
start of the 1997-9 8 academic year.

$2.500 each will be awarded to eligible
students.
Awards are not restricted to nuclear
engineering majors.
.. aU .S. citizen or U.S. national
.. considering a career in the nuclear
power industry
.. enrolled at an accredited U.S. college/
university in an approved curriculum
Glamour Magazine's 1997 Top Ten' related to a career in the nuclear power
industry. such as: nuclear engineering.
College Women Competition
Any women who is a full-time junior chemical engineering (nuclearorpower
(third year of undergraduate study) at an option). mechanical engineering
accredited,college or university for the . (nuclear or power option). electrical
1996-97 academic, year. is eligible to engineering (nuclear or power option).
enter. What it takes:
power generation health physics.
.. leadership experience
.. free of post-<:<>llege obligations (e.g .•
ROTC or NUPOC)
.. involvement on campus
.. excellence in your field of study
.. minimumGPAof3.0(onascaleof
.. unique, inspiring goals
1.0 to 4.0) as of January I. 1997
Applications available in the Student .. at least one but no more than three
Financial Aid-Office. G-I Parker Hall. academic years of study remaining to
Application deadline must be returned graduation (for cop-<>perative education students. no more than six in-school
by: January 31, 1997
semesters or nine quarters). Applications available in the Student Financial
Kids' Chance, Inc of Missouri
This is a nonprofit corporation devel- Aid Office. G-I Parker Hall. Deadline is
oped by interested insurers, employers, February 1, 1997.
attorneys. labor. medical and rehabilitaRotary Club of Florissant Scholartion groups. The purpose of Kids'
Chance is to provide financial scholar- ship Program
ships to complete the education of chil- The Florissant Rotary Club is offering a
dren of workers who have been seri- loan program which is available for eliously injuredorkilledin Missouri work gible students through the FIo-Ro Trusl.
related injuries. Children who,have a This program is part of an overall effort
parent who was permanently or cata- by the Floriss~nt Rotary Club to assist
strophically injured or killed in a Mis- in. the ~ucation of qualified students
souri compensable injury or occupa- within the Florissant Rotary's service '
tional disease. and who are Missouri area. The requirements for qualification
residents between the ages of 16 and 25. for the loans are as follows:
Applications available in the Student I, A candidate must reside in the
Financial Aid Office. G-l Parker Hall.
Florissant Rotary Club service area.

Awards are based on academic record,
career plans and goals. recommendations. extracurricular activities. Applications available in the Student Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall. All
forms and recommendations must be
postmarked po later then Wednesday,
December 4, 1996.

National Academ y for Nuclear
Training Scholarship' Program
NationalAcademy for NuclearTraining
Scholarships are awarded to college stu- '
dents who have demonstrated outstanding academic achievement and
who are interested in pursuing careers in
the U.S. nuclear power industry. The
Academy Educational Assistance Program is part of a nationwide effort 10
encourage students to consider careers
in the nuclear power industry as well as
to provide financial support to those
srudyirlg subjects that prepare them for
nuclear power employment. For the
1997-98 academic year, new and renewal merit-based scholarships of
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(North SI. Louis Couniy, north of Highway 270).
2. A candidate must have completed a
minimum of 60 semester hours at an
accredited college or university.
'3. A candidate must have a cumulative
grade point average not less than 2.50.
4. A candidate must complete the FloRo Trust Loan application and provide
all required materials.
5. A candidate must be enrolled for a
minimum of 12 semester credit hours
during the semester of the loan period
for a bachelor's degree. or \0 semester
credit hours for a graduate degree,
6. A candidate may not borrow more
than $2.000.00 per application.
7, The total cumulatiye loans to any one
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applicant may not exceed, the sum of
$6.000.00.
8. Acandidatemay not apply more than
twice during an acadert1ic year.
9. A candidate must present him or
herself for an interview by the FIo-Ro .
Trust Board.
10. A candidate shall repay the loan rate
at a minimWn ofS50.oo per month. The
interest rate shall be the prevailing student loan rate at the time of graduation.
Payments shall begin no later than 6
months after graduation. however. no
interestshall be charged during the time
that the borrower is a student.
Ifyou are interested in this program and
would qua1ify, you are encouraged to •
contact Mr. Ronald Schmidt at 801 St
Francis Street, Florissant, MO 63031 or
call (314)921-5100.
Rural Missouri, Inc
If you have been employed as a
farmworker in the past two years, you
may be eligible to receive free tuition
assistance for your education. If you
have worked as a farm. orchard, greenhouse or poultry/egg production employee, you may qualify. To obtain
details and thefieldrepresentativeclos!
est to you call 1-800-234-497 I.
. Peter D. Courtois Concrete Cons!ruction Scholarship Program
These awards are open to any undergraduate student in the United States of
Canada, The student shaH have
achieved senior status in a four year or
longer undergraduate program in engineering. construction. or technology
during the year for which awards are
presenter. The awards will be" made.on
the basis of demonstrated interest and
ability to work in the field of concrete
construction.
* The student must have a course load
of 6 or more credit hours each semester
during the period for which the award is
made.
.. The student must be a senior during the
year for which the award is made (not
necessarily at the time of application),
• Transcripts. recommendations, and
an essay must be submitted as outlined
on the application form.
Applications available in the Student
Financial Aid Office, G-I Parker Hall.
Application must be received by Februar y 1, 1997,
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UMR C omputing Services
http://www.umr.edul- cchtmll

OFFICE: MJCS 114 #341-4841 ; M-F 8:30pm - 4 :30pm
CLC: MJCS 104/ 108
24 Hours Continuous: Sunday 8:00am - Saturday 2 :00am
Saturday: 8:00am - Midnight
HELPDESK: http ://www.umr.edu/helpdeskl
MJCS 104 #341-HELP(4357), ME 119 #341-6039
E-mail problems to: heIDdesk0lumr.edu

II'

With complete packing and shipping
services, .MBE can send just about anything
anywhere. Big or small. Delicate or heavy.
MAU.BOXESETC.'
Mail' Boxes Etc:s' It's the o nly stop
IT' S' N OT W H A T WE D O.
you'll need to make, too.
IT' S HOW WE D O IT,"

II.
1:,

MAU.BOXESETC
.

Sou lh.lde Shoppers Worltl
(Located next to Sears)
Phone 314-3 64-0006
FAX 314 -364-0007

NOW HffiING!
Computing Services is accepting applications for the student positions
listed below for the Summer and Winter 1997 semesters. If you are
interested, applications are available on the WWW at the following addr.ess:
http://www.umr.edul- cchtmllgeneralljobs. htm I
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112 W. 8th St

~~~~RESS, INC,

Announces
Round Trip Ai r port Shuttl e Servi ce To
and F rom St. Louis Lambe r t Air po rt
Six Times Daily
365 Days Per Year
con v enient

(417)

wa y to travel to
Springfield.

581·3440

or

For
Your

•

• Rexible work schedule
No car or computer needed
• Complete 1-800 training
and support
• Earn while you l~
• Weekly checks
We're looking for selfmotivated individuals who
are teachable and willing to
work. Must be 18 and have
telephone. Call our toll-free
number for a brief phone interview with one of our career consultants . .
I

1·800·678·5522
ext. 51074

St.

Louis

888·844·3704

I'r~s~nt

Need to Earn
Extra Money?

)

Job resp.o nsibilities 'slna~~~~
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... softWare and keepln
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on lab e<\U1pm
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PC REPAIR .

or

J
~

. '1'1' s include
Job resp onslblill lehardware on..:
. '
and Insta 109
\
Computers
flxm g
Campus

Lab Monitor qualifications' include
some general PC and Macintosh
knowledge including the following
computer systems.and software .
• DOSlWindows, Mac System 7,
Unix
• Software such as WordPerfect,
Mathematica, QuattJ;o Pro
• Internet software such as ftp ,
telnet, and Netscape
PC Repair qualific ations include
some previous experience on
installing hardware and using both
PC and Macintosh computers.
Training is available.
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DRUNK DRMNG DOESN'T JUST KILL DRUNK DRIVERS.
Nathan Hollingsworth, killed July 30; 1991 at 1:20 pm on 1-20, Pearl, Miss.
Next time your friend insists on driving drunk, do whatever jt takes to stop him.
Because if he kills innocent people, how will you live with yourself?
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FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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HOLIDA Y PC SYSTEM
Mid Missouri Credit Union's Checking Account
has NO MINIMUM BALANCE and
NO MONTHLY
SERVICE CHARGE .
Stop paying those fees by opening _a Mid Missoui
Credit Union Checking Account today!
. 910 Pine St.
Rolla, MO 65401

P.O. Box 80
Fort Leonard Wood, MO
65473
(573) 364-6936
(573)329-3151

[NTEL P ENT IUM 133MB Z C PU
LAN TRITON II 256 K 430 HX BOARD
16MB EDO RAM
JT TRIDENT pcr MPEG 1MB VIDEO
TEAC 1.44· 3.5 INCH FLOPPY DRIVE
CREATIVE MULTIMEDIA 8X CD KlT
LOG ITECH 2 BUTTON MOUSE WITH PAD
SMARTLlNK 33.6 FAXlMODEM
MAXTOR 1.6GB HARD DRJVE
KEYTRONICS 104 KEYBOARD
D1GIVIEW 14" SVGA COLOR MONITOR
IMAGE MIDTOWER CASE
HP DESKIET 680C PRINTER
MICROSOFT WINDOWS 95/MS HOME PKG

$1995.00
NORTH STAR COMPUTER SALES
1007B PI I EST. SUITE B3 ROLLA
364-0512
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